1...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT   DE ROSA CENTER   080909
Officer responded to a report of four intoxicated subjects driving off in a vehicle. Officer was unable to locate the vehicle.

2...FIELD CHECKOUT      PACIFIC AVE     080909
Officer conducted a consensual contact. Subject was in possession of a hypodermic syringe.

3...AIDED STOCKTON PD   MARCH LN       080909
SPD requested additional units to assist with a subject who fled the area on foot after being located on the roof of a local business.

4...FIELD CHECKOUT      STADIUM DR     081009
Officer conducted a checkout on one. Subject was interviewed and warned.

5...ALCOHOL ARREST      BURNS TOWER    081009
Officers responded to a report of a male subject hitting vehicle windows in the area. Officers responded and arrested the subject for public intoxication. Subject was transported to the county jail.

6...VANDALISM          LOT 9          081009
Victim reported his vehicle was keyed. Officers responded and initiated a report.

7...WARRANT ARREST      SPANOS CENTER  081209
Officers responded to a report of a male subject refusing to leave the area. Officers contacted and learned of an outstanding warrant. Subject was arrested at 4:27 PM and transported to the county jail.

8...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT MC CAFFREY      081309
Officer reported a possible electrical shortage near an ATM. Physical plant responded and assisted.

9...VANDALISM          MC CAFFREY CENTER 081309
Staff reported the tires slashed on a utility cart. Officer initiated a report.
10...THEFT WEBER HALL 081409
Officer was flagged down to report a bicycle theft. Victim’s bicycle was secured with a cable lock. Officer initiated a report.

11...CASUALTY BANNISTER HALL 081409
Officers and medics responded to a report of a juvenile who fell off his bicycle with an injured leg. Juvenile’s grandmother responded and transported for treatment.

12...VEHICLE ACCIDENT PACIFIC & MARCH 081409
Officers reported a vehicle accident with both parties exchanging information.

13...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PERSHING AVE 081509
Officers responded to a report of a male subject jumping the fence into the yard of the caller. Officers checked the area with negative findings.

14...DUI ARREST PACIFIC AVE 081509
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 2:18 AM. Driver was transported to the county jail.

15...WARRANT ARREST MONTEREY & PERSHING 081509
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and learned of an outstanding warrant. Driver arrested at 8:20 PM for an outstanding warrant.

16...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PACIFIC & DAVE BRUBECK 081509
Officer responded to a report from a SO officer reporting his vehicle was hit with a water balloon while responding to a call.